[N a recent paper in this h[agazlne (July 1909) Lord _[ Rayleigh discussed some cases of instantaneous propagation of a limited initial disturbance, and pointed out that, although the physical assumption which permits art infinite velocity may be obvious, there is an apparent paradox when the disturbance can be analysed by the Fourier method into simple waves of which the maximum wave-velocity is finite. In the following note two further cases which admit of exact solution are examined; the mathematical expressions are modified by a further Fourier analysis into periods so as to express more suitably a disturbance which has a definite beginning in time, and the result appears to emphasize the connexion of the phenomenon with the dispersive character of the medium.
Let y denote the effect at a position x and time t of an initial disturbance in a dispersive medimn; for an initial .displacement cos Jr with no initial velocity, tho disturbance as given by where V is supposed a known function of a.
Generalizing by Fourier's method we hav~ tbr an initial displacement ,/(x),
Y = vrjo jo
If the initial disturbance is limited practically to a line through the origin it is usual to write
where for convergency a factor e-'~ may be introduced under the integral sign, and the limit taken for y zero. The chief regular features of the disturbance may be obtained by interpreting (3) in terms of groups of waves travelling out h'om the origin. The same expression (3) was used by Lord Rayleigh in discussing the initial motion due to a limited disturbance. He showed that in general the effect begins at all points without delay, even when--Communicated by the Author. Presented to the British Association at Winnipeg. Philosophical Magazine Series 6 1910.19:160-168 . Medium. 161 as in water of finite depth--the wave velocity V has a finite limiting value; a non-dispersive medium (V constant) appears as a particular case in which the effect may begin abruptly at each point after suitable delay. Lord Rayleigh remarks that il~ the ordinary theory of waves on water the velocity of propagation of waves of expansion is regarded as infinite, and doubtless some such dynamical assumption can be found in most cases; but the mathematical expressions may be modified and another point of view is suggested. The previou~ expression (3) gives equal values for negative as for positive values of t ; in fact the whole disturbance is built up of standing waves and may be regarded as a vibration in which at the instant t=0 the displacement is confined to the region near x-0 and the velocity is everywhere zero. The appearance of an effect at every point immediately after this instant appears connected with the occurrence of a disturbance at each point before the instant in question, apart from considering velocity of propagation.
Propagation of Disturbance in a Dispersive
If we attempt to form an expression which shall be zero for negative values of t and, shall give suitable values for t positive, we find again that the effect begins without delay at all points ; but this now appears connected with the fact that for certain periods no wave motion is possible. In other words~ a Fourier analysis with respect to period divides the disturbance into two types ; to each period there corresponds in the one case a wave motion and in the other a disturbance established in equal phase throughout. Each part of the expression implies an effect beginning without delay at all points, but it is suggested that the existence of both types is essential for this result--the character of the dispersion of the medium being dependent upon the range of period and the manner in which wave motion is impossible.
In order to avoid some complication of formul~ in localizing the initial disturbance, illustrations are taken in propagation along connected systems of similar bodies.
2. Consider the case of a stretched string itself without mass, but carrying loads (/~) at equal intervals (a) ; let T1 be the tension of the string and let ~j~ be the transverse displacement of a particle. 
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If y~ is proportional to e ~(pt+~r~), the velocity V of waves of length 27r/to is given by ....
provided p~<4Tjl~a. If this condition is not satisfied, simple wave motion is not possible.
Instead of building up solutions from this simple type, we may solve directly a particular problem and then analyse the solution into simple harmonic components.
Suppose that initially a particle (yo) is held displaced through unit distance and then released, so that when t----0 we have y~ and ~ zero for all values of r except that y0 = 1.
The subsequent disturbance is symmetrical with respect to the particle .y0, and the equations of motion are
where
From these equations, with the initial conditions, we may solve for y~ as a series in t ; we find the general result
This can be expressed by a Bessel function, as in fact follows directly from the equations (6), and we have for all values of r, . . . . . . .
(s)
Thus the vibrations of the central particle are given by J0(2t/v), and those of the particles on either side by successive even Bessel functions of the same argument. Using tables of Bessel functions we may represent graphically the motion of the particles. The curves in fig. 1 show how the displacement of certain particles varies with the time, while in fig. 2 we have the positions of the particles on one side of the origin at instants given by t/T=O, 2, 4, 6, 11. We may notice how the front part of the disturbance remains a crest as it travels out~ becoming of greater effective wavelength in the process. Philosophical Magazine Series 6 1910.19:160-168. Using an integral expression for J2~., and writing x for ra we have from (8) 
Dr. T. H. Havelock on tlte [~tsta~taneo~ts We have also the group velocity U=d(~V)/d~r cos (,~a).
In the range for ~ from 0 to ~-/~t, both U and V are positive and vary between 0 and c; fig. 3 shows the curves for U and V as functions of the wave-length X, "rod their limiting positions for a zero.
When a is diminished indefinitely we approach as a limit the case of a uniform string with V and U equal to c. For an initial displacement 1 at the origin, we havey given by (9) multiplied by 1 ; as a approaches zero 1 nmst become infinite in order that we may obtain the divergent integral (3) which is used to represent the effect of a concentrated initial disturbance. In the integral (9) the solution (S) is expressed in terms of simple harmonic components of wave-lengths ranging from 2a to ~.
The effect begins without delay at each point, and the solutions give equal values for equal positive and negative values of t. Suppose we regard the central particle (Y0)as a source of displacement. Then if ~J0 is zero for all negative values of t, and equal tot(t) for positive values, we can write hence go is zero for t negative, J0(2t/r) for t positive, and for t zero. Now we may write down a similar expression y~ which is zero for t negative and equal to J2~(2t/v) for t positive.
We have ~ lr Y,'=--t cos 2t~in
with the same notation as in (12). Compari-ng (1"2) and (13) we see how the cenwal particle may be regarded as a source of displacement which is suddenly created at a certain instant. Physically, the idea is simpler if y is a velocity suddenly created by an impulse, bu~ the analytical expressions are less direct. The first integrals in (12) and (13) correspond to periods (>Trr) for which simple wave-motion is possible, the greatest wave-velocity being finite; the second integrals arise from component periods less than ~rr. Of the value of JA" at any time one half is associated with each type of integral.
In the ordinary analysis, (12) and (13) would be replaced by twice the first integral in each ease, with 0 and ~ as the limits~ thus assmning the possibility of representing the effect of a suddenly created source of disturbance by simple wavetrains of all possible wave-lengths; the above illustration suggests that the existence of two types of integral may be necessary in a dispersive medimn and that the apparent instantaneous propagation is connected with this fact. In this illustration the infinite velocity enters dynamically by the neglect of the inertia of the string. If we supposed this to be of uniform density we should have something analogous to two interacting media, the particles being connected by * Sonine, 3Iath. Am~. xvi. p. 15. Philosophical Magazine Series 6 1910.19:160-168. Dr. T. H. Havelock on the lnsta~taneous stretches of non-dispersive medium along which a disturbance could travel with an abrupt front.
3. Another illustration which may ba treated in the same way is taken from Lord Rayleigh's paper, ah'eady quoted, on propagation o~ waves along connected systems o[ similar bodies. Let each mass be connected to its immediate neighhours on the two sides by an elastic rod capable of bending but without inertia. The potential energy function is of' the form Further, we have the group veiocity U=csin (aa). In (17) the disturbance is expressed in simple trains of wavelengths ranging frmn 2a to ~ ; in this range both V and U are positive and their variation with the wave-length is shown in fig. 4 . The hyperbolic curves in the same diagram show the limiting forms of U and V if we wish to pass to the case of a continuous beam by making a small ; the ordinary theory gives V = (eonst.) ir hence c must become infinitely large so that in the limit the product as is finite.
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